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The European-based professional recruitment specialist brings a new spin to its 40-year 
heritage with a new visual identity, a stronger positioning and the appointment of a new 
Managing Director in Luxembourg  

[Luxembourg – 30th September 2019] With the world of work changing, senior professionals and those 
that employ them are looking more and more for a partner that can provide the best opportunities and 
enable top performance.  
 
With its expanding global client base, combined with a proven local track record, Badenoch + Clark takes 
leadership on this segment. Its position has now been strengthened with the launch of a new Badenoch + 
Clark corporate identity, which promises to always help clients, candidates and colleagues to ‘go further’. 
 
Badenoch + Clark supports clients in finding and attracting talent with professional and highly sought-after 
skills across a wide range of industries. These include accounting and finance, banking and financial 
services, engineering, human resources, information technology, legal, procurement and supply chain, 
sales and marketing. Building upon its 40-year expertise, the new Badenoch + Clark identity creates global 
consistency across its eleven geographies, helping it clearly stand out in a crowded market.  
 
As part of the Adecco Group, the world’s leading HR solutions provider, Badenoch + Clark also benefits 
from the combined power of nine lead businesses that create a unique ‘ecosystem’. Being part of a global 
company operating in 60 countries, allows B+C to offer 360° HR solutions from flexible to permanent 
employment, career transitions and talent development services. An offering which provides valuable, 
flexible and efficient solutions for every aspect of the global labour market throughout the economic cycle.  
 
You can find out more about the new Badenoch + Clark brand identity here.  
 
Badenoch + Clark Luxembourg appoints new Managing Director 
 
Effective from 1st October 2019, Badenoch + Clark Luxembourg, will profit from the leadership of  
Stanislas Dutreil. Stanislas brings with him 15 years of knowledge and recruitment experience, 6 of which 
have been gained with Badenoch + Clark.  After graduating with a Bachelor in Finance & International 
Business and a Master in International Marketing, Stanislas joined Michael Page as a Senior Consultant, 
recruiting in their finance practice. Advancing in his career by joining Stanton Wallace, a boutique firm 
based in Paris, then Korn Ferry (Lyon), Stanislas joined B+C in Lyon as a Senior Consultant. Within 2 years, 
he was Mediterranean Area Director in the Marseille region where he opened and ran the branch.  By 
2017, Stanislas was responsible for 6 branches spanning from Marseille to Lille as Executive Director and 
Board Member.   

With full responsibility for the leadership and growth of B + C Luxembourg, Stanislas will play a key role in 
continuing to build on the firm's outstanding reputation for quality service, discretion and delivery to 
professionals and clients.  With a well-established network, built by the team over 15 years, and our 
reputation as an influencer on the Luxembourg recruitment field, Stanislas will lead a strategic position in 
the local market.  

https://www.badenochandclark.com/en-lu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stanislas-dutreil/
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With the ability to use B+C European network, Stanislas will continue to create synergies between 
countries, therefore attracting fresh talent to Luxembourg - something which truly set us apart from ‘local’ 
recruitment firms.  

Commenting on the new perspectives for B+C, Fabrice Poncé, The Adecco Group Luxembourg CEO, said: 
“I have all my confidence in Stanislas to position the Badenoch + Clark Luxembourg entity at its best level 
of service, both to our clients and our candidates. These latest changes will demonstrate our ability to go 
further and offer our customers the real ability to find the gem in this period of strong shortage of highly 
qualified profiles in both Luxembourg and the greater region.” 

Stanislas Dutreil added: “I am proud to join Badenoch + Clark Luxembourg and to work with such an 
international and professional team. My initial impression of the team is extremely positive - I am 
impressed by their engagement, their energy to deliver, reactivity, quality and ability to advise our partners 
on their needs. Discovering the Luxembourg recruitment market, on which we have to adapt our way of 
working and our tools to progress and to identify the best competencies able to bring added value to 
companies in their development. I am confident in Badenoch + Clark and the Adecco Group being your 
recruitment partner. We have to recruit with impact, as, together we always go further.” 

About B+C 
At Badenoch + Clark, we’re always looking to go further by offering our candidates and clients a unique 
and personalised experience.  We offer interim and permanent placements for senior professionals and 
executives across the full spectrum of industries and provide top management talent to leading 
organisations across Europe. Our bespoke services are tailored to individual circumstances. Whether 
you’re looking to hire, or you’re seeking your next position – we’re ready to help you. The Badenoch + 
Clark experts are focused on the real motivation of each candidate and client to make every recruitment 
a success. We’re at the forefront of digital assessment and believe that delivering more and delivering 
better is always possible. 
 
Working across 11 countries, our 600 consultants specialised in strategic disciplines and specific areas 
including accounting and finance, banking and financial services, engineering, healthcare and life sciences, 
human resources, information technology, legal, procurement and supply chain, and sales and marketing. 
 
About the Adecco Group 
The Adecco Group is the world’s leading HR solutions partner. We provide more than 700,000 people with 
permanent and flexible employment every day. With more than 34,000 employees in 60 countries, we 
transform the world of work one job at a time. Our colleagues serve more than 100,000 organisations with 
the talent, HR services and cutting-edge technology they need to succeed in an ever-changing global 
economy. As a Fortune Global 500 company, we lead by example, creating shared value that meets social 
needs while driving business innovation. Our culture of inclusivity, fairness and teamwork empowers 
individuals and organisations, fuels economies, and builds better societies. These values resonate with our 
employees, who voted us number 5 on the Great Place to Work® - World’s Best Workplaces 2018 list. We 
make the future work for everyone. 
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